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“If it is possible for God to give us a little love, 
is it not possible for him to fill us with love?”

- attributed to John Wesley by Sarah Crosby

When telling her story of spiritual experience in a letter to John Wesley, the woman 

referred to in publication as “Mrs. E. M--n” begins: 

Dear Sir, On May 3, 1757, one was speaking of two person that were made 
perfect in love. While he spoke, God said to my heart, ‘This is what thou wantest: 
without it thou canst not be happy.’ From that day my convictions were exceeding 
great… But I believed, ‘He has done this for many. He may do it for me.’1 

And so begins a series of letters from Mrs. E. M--n that John Wesley published in the Arminian 

Magazine in 1781. This letter provides the historical detail that Mrs. E. M--n’s faith narrative 

was shaped by hearing about how others were made perfect in love, provoking her to seek after 

God more intensely. Also, it is just one example of how the doctrine of Christian perfection, 

while defined and taught by key leaders such as John and Charles Wesley, spread among the 

early Methodist communities through narratives that exemplified an experience of God’s love 

and holiness of life inspiring believers to seek out their own experience of Christian perfection. 

Christian Perfection is among the doctrines discussed and debated by Wesleyan and 

Methodist scholars. I will examine this doctrine through the experiences of some of the early 

Methodists in eighteenth century Britain. We know about these experiences because these early 
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 1  From Mrs. E. M--n to John Wesley, Potto, March 11, 1762, in The Arminian Magazine, (London, 1781), 
4:393.



Methodists told their story in written forms such as letters and journals, and these stories were 

published for the edification of the wider community. The hope of real change through 

sanctification was passed through the Methodist communities by these narratives of Christian 

perfection which inspired others to seek their own experience of perfection. This paper will 

examine this transmission of the doctrine through narrative and look at some of the common 

elements of these narratives. Finally, the story of George Clark of London is offered as one such 

narrative of the early Methodist experience of Christian perfection.

The theological idea of Christian perfection in the eighteenth century was defended as 

central by Wesleyan Methodists but caused controversy among believers of other theological 

leanings.2 And nuances of the doctrine have been discussed by scholars ever since. Yet, it 

remains a historical fact that perfection, as a vision of Christian maturity marked by holiness of 

life and an overwhelming experience of God’s love, did spread through the early Methodist 

communities transmitted by narratives that were supported by appealingly holy lives. Historian 

Henry Rack notes the curious historical fact of the doctrine of perfection among the Wesleyan 

Methodists: 

It has been suggested that the doctrine [of perfection] was a quirk due to John 
Wesley’s peculiar High Church history and prejudices, unrepresentative of the 
Revival, or even of Methodism as a whole. Most converts, it could be argued, had 
their emotions and expectations centred on the joys of conversion. Certainly 
perfectionism was largely confined to Methodism and controversial within it. But 
there is also ample evidence, even allowing for Wesley’s anxiety to publicize 
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 2  In 1790, one year before his death, Wesley expressed the importance of perfection. He declared: “[the 
doctrine of perfection] is the grand depositum which God has lodged with the people called Methodists; and for the 
sake of propagating this chiefly He appeared to have raised us up.” John Wesley to Robert Carr Brackenbury, 
Bristol, September 15, 1790, in The Letters of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M, ed. John Telford (London: Epworth Press, 
1931), 8:238.



cases, to show that a large number of Methodists at all levels sought for it and 
believed they had attained it, at least for a time.3

The presence of real lives shaped by the narrative of perfection needs to be taken into 

consideration when analyzing the doctrine. The theological peculiarities of the leaders of a 

movement can be written off as eccentric, but presence of narratives of more than a few of the 

people in these communities seeking and even experiencing perfection is the inspiration for this 

inquiry.

John Wesley himself argued for the doctrine of perfection in his letters, his sermons and 

other publications such as the Plain Account of Christian Perfection.4 But he also recognized the 

power of narrative to persuade. For instance, the letter day: John and Charles Wesley would 

travel around to different communities carrying letters of spiritual experience to inspire believers, 

sharing the stories by reading letters to replace the preaching at a Methodist service.5
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 3  Henry D. Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast: John Wesley and the Rise of Methodism, 3rd ed (London: Epworth 
Press, 2002) 428. 

 4  For examples see John Wesley to Edmund Gibson, in Letters of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M., ed. John 
Telford (London: Epworth Press, 1931), 2:280. John Wesley to William Dodd, March 12, 1756, in Letters, 
3:167-172. John Wesley, “The Scripture Way of Salvation” in Sermons II: 34-70,  ed. Albert C. Outler, vol. 2 of The 
Bicentennial Edition of The Works of John Wesley, ed. by Frank Baker (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1985), 
2:153-169. Wesley, “Christian Perfection,” in Sermons II, 2:97-124. Wesley, “A Plain Account of Christian 
Perfection,” in John and Charles Wesley: Selected Writings and Hymns, ed. Frank Whaling (New York: Paulist 
Press, 1981), 297-377. In the Plain Account of Christian Perfection Wesley uses narrative to argue his point by 
narrating the development of the doctrine and including the account of Jane Cooper. 

 5  Thomas R. Albin, “‘Inwardly Persuaded’: Religion of the Heart in Early British Methodism” in “Heart 
Religion” in the Methodist Tradition and Related Movements, ed. Richard B. Steele, Pietist and Wesleyan Studies 12 
(Lanham, Md. Scarecrow Press, 2001), 56-57. Albin describes letter days saying that: 
“the noetic focus of the letter day was the increased awareness of the variety of ways that God was at work in the 
world. The practice was both simple and profound as the people heard new things and responded in prayer and 
singing. The affective focus was to increase the members’ desire for a deeper relationship with God and their trust in 
God’s providential work throughout the world.”



The literary expression of letter days is seen in the letters section of the Arminian Magazine. 

Wesley includes a selection of letters in each edition, beginning with his own collection of letters 

narrating spiritual accounts of people in the Methodist movement.6 

Another structure of early Methodism, love feasts, was designed to encourage the people 

to share their spiritual experiences with each other, the narrative of perfection being one of those 

experiences.7 In the second letter from Mrs. E. M--n. in the series of letters mentioned above, she 

shares how she was plunged into God’s love while at a Love-feast.8 The experience of Mrs. E. 

M--n suggests that the sharing of story was not limited to a celebration of what God had already 

done, but also prompted new encounters with God. 

A multi-layered example of the transmission of the perfection narrative is found in John 

Wesley’s published journal. The entry for March 6, 1760 (first published in 1765) includes a 

transcribed letter recounting the experience of M-- S-- of Birmingham. The story begins with the 

public testimony of “one who thought she had received that blessing” on January 30, 1760 which 

spurred M-- S-- on to seek perfection.9 The layers unfold as this public testimony impacted M-- 

S--, the listener, who then wrote the account for Wesley, who then published it in his journal for 

others to read. The chain of narrative passed through the Methodist structures that took great 

advantage of mediums such as public testimony, letter writing, and publishing to spread the 

narratives of perfection.
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 6  Ibid., 57-58. 

 7  Ibid., 56.

 8  E. M--n. to Wesley, AM, 4:444-445. For another example, George Clark mentions sharing his experience 
of perfecting love at a love-feast about a month after the experience. George Clark, “An Extract from the Journal of 
Mr. G-- C--” in AM, 6:246.

 9  John Wesley, Journal and Diaries IV: 1755-65, ed. W. Reginald Ward, vol. 21 of The Bicentennial Edition 
of The Works of John Wesley, ed. by Frank Baker (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1992), 21:243.



The perfection narratives in my research are indeed narratives. They were written and 

published making use of the genre of narrative in the medium of letters and journals, published 

in magazines and collections of narrative. Historian David Hempton notes that part of the goal of 

spiritual narratives is to tell a good story. He observes that “they are meant to be good stories fit 

for the telling as well as honest accounts of states of mind.”10 The drama of the spiritual life is 

expressed in the genre of narrative. 

Because my sources are narrative, one way to examine them is through literary structures. 

For example, applying Aristotle’s classic narrative theory, these narratives have a beginning, 

middle and end.11 The narratives of perfection often include the conversion of the person, as a 

sort of preamble, but the real narrative tension is established in their search for holiness. The 

beginning expresses the spiritual state of a person after conversion with an increasing awareness 

of sin. The middle shows the gradual growth in grace or sanctification marked at the climax and 

with an ecstatic experience of God. And the end of the narrative shows the transformed life lived 

after the ecstatic perfection experience, yet still growing in grace even until faithful death.

 The beginning of the perfection narrative establishes the tension in the life of the subject 

when sin is found to be present even after conversion and assurance of pardon.  The discovery of 

this sin creates some anxiety, but the discovery also moves the narrative forward as the subject 

seeks holiness in deeper ways.
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 10  David Hempton. Methodism: Empire of the Spirit (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), 63.

 11  Aristotle established that a key element to story is wholeness marked by an intentional beginning, middle 
and end. Aristotle, Poetics, ed. and trans. Stephen Halliwell, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press  1995), 55.



 Many of the Methodist perfection narratives include confusion at the discovery of sin 

after justification (particularly pride and self-will).12 Therefore John Wesley saw the need to 

warn believers of the existence of sin after justification, and to guide them to repent of this sin 

and seek holiness. This is the task he sets out to do in sermon 14 of Sermons on Several 

Occasions, called “The Repentance of Believers.”13 

 A narrative example of this discovery was published in the Arminian Magazine. An 

unnamed man writes: “for some time I lived in a clear sense of pardon: but I saw by degrees such 

a depth of wickedness in my heart, that I have many times wondered how I stood under it, 

without giving up all for lost.”14 The tension of both pardon and awareness of sin was a 

significant part of this man’s journey toward perfection and becoming aware of the deeper need 

for Christ beyond assurance of pardon. The letter narrates that later he experienced perfecting 

love while praying with others.

 In the sermon “The Repentance of Believers” John Wesley argues that both repentance 

and faith are the proper response to the discovery of sin after justification. He writes:

Thus it is that in the children of God repentance and faith exactly answer each 
other. By repentance we feel the sin remaining in our hearts, and cleaving to our 
words and actions. By faith we receive the power of God in Christ, purifying our 
hearts and cleansing our hands.… Repentance says, 'Without him I can do 
nothing:’ faith says, ‘I can do all things through Christ strengthening me.’15
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 12  AM, 4:36, (Bathsheba Hall), AM, 5:351 (George Clark). An unnamed man to John Wesley, June 4, 1761, 
in AM, 4:162.

 13  Wesley, “The Repentance of Believers” in Sermons I. Wesley expresses the purpose of this sermon, and 
sermon 13, ‘On Sin in Believers’ when they were inserted into the Sermons on Several Occasions in 1771 that they 
were “for the encouragement of the ‘weaker brethren’ whose Christian assurance had been all too easily shaken by 
their awareness of sin’s residues in their hearts, even in their uncertain pilgrimage of grace toward ‘perfect 
love’.” (Words of  Outler, in the introduction to these two sermons) in Sermons I: 1-33,  ed. Albert C. Outler, vol. 1 
of The Bicentennial Edition of The Works of John Wesley, 1:316.

 14  Unnamed man to Wesley, AM, 4:162.

 15  Wesley, “Repentance”, 1:349-350. Sermon 14, II.6.



The pairing of faith with the discovery of sin in the believer’s heart provides hope for a way 

forward, instead of risking despair of ever being rid of sin. Hope for perfection is present also 

because perfecting love is received by faith, and to that topic we now turn.

 The middle of the narrative of perfection explores sanctification in the life of the subject, 

both in slow gradual growth and in an instantaneous experience. Two aspects of the 

instantaneous experience are common in many of the narratives - that perfecting love is received 

by faith and that the instantaneous experience is marked by an ecstatic encounter with God. In a 

letter to Thomas Olivers in 1757 John Wesley describes perfection in the context of those who 

are claiming the experience. He describes that perfection has both an instantaneous experience 

and the often present confirmation by the Holy Spirit of the gift of perfection.16 

 William Hunter (1728 - 1797), a lay preacher, draws the connecting line between faith 

and perfection. Describing his search for the freedom of Christian perfection he says “Sometimes 

I seemed to be upon the threshold, just stepping into glorious liberty; but again fear and unbelief 

prevailed, and I started back.”17 The turning point in his story comes when he hears Mr. Olivers 

preach on perfection and understands that perfection comes by faith. In response Hunter prays in 

faith and encounters God in an ecstatic perfecting love experience.18
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 16  “(3) A gradual growth in grace precedes, but the gift itself [of perfection] is always given 
instantaneously… (4) One fruit given at the same instant (at least usually) is a direct, positive testimony of the Spirit 
that the work is done … In consequence of this they have no slavish fear, but uninterrupted sight, love, and joy, with 
continual growth in wisdom, holiness, and happiness, till they are filled with all the fullness of God.” John Wesley to 
Thomas Olivers, Lewisham, March 24, 1757, in Letters, 3:213.

 17  William Hunter to John Wesley, Richmond, August 29, 1779, in The Lives of Early Methodist Preachers 
Chiefly Written by Themselves, ed. Thomas Jackson, 3rd ed. (London: Wesleyan Conference Office, 1878), 2:248.

 18  Ibid., 2:248-249. Hunter’s narrative includes a description of his ecstatic experience of Christian 
perfection.



 Sanctification by faith makes possible the assertion of John Wesley that perfecting love is 

both a gradual growth and an instantaneous event. By faith it is received over a season of 

faithfully seeking God. And by faith it is received in a moment because sanctification is God’s 

work to do when he pleases.19

The climax to a perfection narrative is marked by a definable event, an ecstatic encounter 

with God. As the perfection narrative is recounted, a particular occasion is recalled as significant 

in the wider experience of sanctification. In spiritual letters this event appears as a narrative 

climax.20 For William Hunter the event warrants a second letter to transmit his spiritual account 

in full.21 In both Bathsheba Hall (1745 - 1780) and George Clark’s (1710 - 1797) published 

journals an entry containing an extended narrative interrupts the other brief entries. In addition, 

the date of this encounter with God is remembered in the journal on anniversaries.22 

During this climactic event of the perfection narrative the subject encounters God in a 

particularly intimate way: seeing visions, or hearing promises -- usually in the words of scripture. 

The event is experienced in a bodily way with tears, trembling, and even fainting.23 
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 19  John Wesley argues for sanctification by faith as he contrasts it with receiving it by works: “Certainly 
you may look for [sanctification] now, if you believe it is by faith. And by this token you may surely know whether 
you seek it by faith or by works. If by works, you want something to be done first, before you are sanctified. You 
think, I must first be or do thus or thus. Then you are seeking it by works unto this day. If you seek it by faith, you 
may expect it as you are; and expect it now.” John Wesley, “The Scripture Way of Salvation” in Sermons II, 2:169. 
Sermon 43, III.18. In response to God’s gift of perfection those who experienced perfecting love gave God all the 
glory for effecting the change in their heart. For example see William Hunter’s account, Hunter to Wesley, EMP 
2:249.

 20  For examples see letters in the Arminian Magazine: Unnamed man to Wesley, AM, 4:162-165. E. M---n 
to Wesley, in AM, 4:444-445. Miss JCM to John Wesley, October 7, 1762, in AM, 5:327-329. 

 21  Hunter to Wesley, EMP, 2:245-246.

 22  The perfection narrative of George Clark dominates the twelfth journal excerpt, see AM, 6:244-246. And 
Clark marks the one year anniversary, and reflects back after two years and one month. AM, 6:301, 6:354. Also, 
Bathsheba Hall reflect back after two years. Bathsheba Hall, “An Extract from the Diary of Mrs. Bathsheba Hall” in 
AM, 4:96-97.

 23  For example, George Clark experienced tears and trembling, AM 6:246. Bathsheba Hall’s friend, M. 
Stokes, fainted. AM, 4:197.



Many Methodists received words of scripture, as if spoken to them, during their 

perfecting love experience. This is an example of the ecstatic nature of the sanctifying event; 

ecstatic, in that a direct encounter with God took them outside themselves. The words of 

scripture were experienced as personalized to speak to the concern that held them back from trust 

in God.24 The words come either initiating the encounter or later to confirm that the encounter 

was genuinely divine and effectual. For example, Bathsheba Hall received many words of 

scriptures in her pursuit of holiness, about her perfecting love experience she writes: “It was as if 

my soul and body were separated with these words, I will: Be thou clean [parallel passages in 

Matthew 8:3; Mark 1:41: Luke 5:13]. But still there was a fear of being deceived; till as soon as I 

rose on Sunday morning, I heard the voice of my Beloved saying, Thou art all fair: there is no 

spot in thee [Song of Songs 4:7].”25 Hall interpreted these words of scripture as from God 

himself as she narrates her perfecting love experience. 

Similarly, George Clark received 2 Corinthians 10:4-5 in confirmation that his 

sanctification was indeed genuine. He writes: 

I wanted the witness of the Spirit, concerning my Sanctification, and I earnestly 
cried to God for it. Then were those words applied to my heart, The weapons of 
our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the throwing down of 
strong-holds, destroying reasonings, and every high thing which exalteth itself 
against the knowledge of God, and bringing every thought into captivity to the 
obedience of Christ.26 
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 24  Michael Crawford similarly notes the presence of scripture impressed upon the hearts of those converted 
in the revival at Cambuslang, Scotland in the 1740s. See Michael J. Crawford, Seasons of Grace: Colonial New 
England’s Revival Tradition in Its British Context (New York: Oxford Univeristy Press, 1991), 207-208.

 25  Hall, AM, 4:38. Also, Miss M.B. tells of a Mrs. Cayley who also received the words of Song of Songs 4:7 
as she was cleansed. Miss M.B. to John Wesley, April 6, 1761, in AM 4:278.

 26  Clark, AM, 6:245.



Confirmation of the validity of Clark’s experience came through the words of scripture in the 

midst of the ecstatic experience.

It should also be noted that an experience of God that is immediate need not be highly 

emotionally charged, what eighteenth century critics pejoratively called “enthusiasm”. In the 

accounts of Mrs. E. M--n and George Clark and Bathsheba Hall they each specifically note that 

the feeling they came away with was not rapturous, but a solid peace.27 While the extremes of 

rapture happened to some while in public meetings, these steady accounts testify to the ability for 

the experience to be significant and transformative, even public, without being marked by a 

public display of emotion.

Aristotle delineates that the end of a narrative as “that which itself naturally occurs … 

after a preceding event, but need not be followed by anything else.”28 Keeping that in mind, the 

end of the perfection narrative is marked not by a static state of perfection, but by continued 

growth in grace. The continued faithful growth in grace for the entire life of a Methodist was 

attested to in the faithful death narratives that commemorated the life of the Methodist people.

The narratives of perfection witness to the life of Methodists who continued to grow in 

grace after their perfecting love experience. William Hunter shed light on his continued growth 

in a sermon he preach on perfection that was recorded by a friend and reproduced from notes. 

Hunter notes that: 

When we enter into this great and glorious liberty, the Lord enlarges our capacity, 
and enables us to make swifter progress in the Divine life. There is a gradual work 
carried on in the soul after the evils are destroyed, so that we may say to all 
believers, ‘Grow in grace; and go on to higher degrees of evangelical purity.’ We 
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 27  Hall, AM, 4:38. Clark, AM, 6:245.

 28  Aristotle, Poetics, 55.



receive no new gift, but larger measures of the same love and grace, which 
prepared and fit us for eternal life.29

Hunter describes here how the growth in grace is more of the same, not a new gift, and this 

aligns well with Aristotle’s assertion that the end of a narrative is that which nothing follows. 

Methodist perfection narratives are marked by an end that testifies to the continued growth in the 

same graces.

The faithful death of Sarah Crosby (1729 - 1804), a lay-preacher, is recounted by her 

friend Anne Tripp and it provides the end of Crosby’s story. Tripp comments on the ordinariness 

of Crosby’s last days, as Crosby continued her faithful devotion. She writes: “On saturday she 

wrote two letters, went to the select band in the evening, and bore a blessed testimony for her 

Lord. Though very poorly she rose on sunday morning, and went to the preaching at seven, and 

said, she found her spirit sweetly refreshed under the word.”30 Crosby practice of giving 

testimony to her spiritual experience was a mark of her life even in the final days. Tripp’s goes 

on to offer a picture of Crosby’s character: “she was a sincere lover of truth, a pattern of christian 

simplicity; and had such ardent love to Jesus, and a zeal for his glory, as have been possessed by 

few.”31 The end of Sarah Crosby’s story is an example of how life after the experience of 

perfecting love is marked by a steady growth in grace in the same direction.
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 29  Letter from F.P. quoting William Hunter, October 6, 1797, in EMP, 2:260.

 30  Letter from Anne Tripp, in Biographical Sketches of the Lives and Public Ministry of Various Holy 
Women, whose eminent usefulness and successful labours in the Church of Christ, have entitled them to be enrolled 
among the great benefactors of mankind: In which are included several letters from the Rev. J. Wesley never before 
published, ed. Z. Taft (London, 1825), 2:113.

 31  Ibid., 2:114.



Now that we have seen that the doctrine of Christian perfection was being transmitted by 

narrative through the Methodist communities, I will now turn to one particular narrative, the life 

of the early Methodist layman, George Clark.

In June of 1782 John Wesley started publishing extracts from the journal of Mr. George 

Clark (1710-1797) in the Arminian Magazine. John Wesley introduces the extracts commending 

the journal to the reader and describing the selection of extracts as those: 

which artlessly describe the struggle between the flesh and the Spirit, even in a 
true Believer; and those which relate to the accomplishment of that grand 
Promise, which is the Quintessence of the Gospel, ‘I will circumcise thy heart, to 
love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul.’32 

Wesley is using the narrative of  a man in the community to illustrate the theological stance that 

he takes regarding both the reality of the believer’s struggle with sin after justification, and the 

hope of success in this struggle. Clark’s life story, complete with rawness and honesty and 

transformation, transmits to the Methodist people the goal of seeking after holiness. 

The sources we have from George Clark are limited. We have sixteen journal extracts 

published in 1782 and 1783,33 a letter published in the Arminian Magazine,34 a short theological 
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 32  Ibid., 5:298-301. Also compare the editor’s comments at the end, 6:468.

 33  Clark, AM, 5:298-301, 5:351-355, 5:404-408, 5:465-468, 5:519-524, 5:575-580, 5:639-641; 6:19-22, 
6:73-76, 6:125-127, 6:186-189, 6:244-246, 6:299-302, 6:352-355, 6:407-410, 6:464-468.

 34  Mr. G. Clark to John Wesley, London, July 29, 1774, in AM 10:103-105. Despite the anonymity offered 
in Wesley publishing the journal under “Mr. G-- C--”, the journal does reference a conversation where his friend, 
Thomas Walsh, calls him George. (Clark, AM, 6:19.) And the letter mentioning a perfecting love experience on the 
same day as noted in the journals is published in the Arminian Magazine as Mr. G. Clark, completing his name.



piece published in the Arminian Magazine,35 some manuscript letters,36 and a gravestone which 

reveals his death date as May 14, 1797 at age 86.37

Clark was born July 1, 1710 in a British colony, the Province of New York, while his 

father was governor there. As a child he travelled to London with his mother to return to her 

home.38 He notes that his mother is the daughter of a London merchant, and later in his journal 

he mentions that his estranged father was a gentleman.39  

Clark married at the age of twenty-five and soon after took over the newspaper business 

of his wife’s late father.40 After illness and financial struggle Clark outwardly reformed from 

earlier patterns allowing him to work and care for his family, but he still had no religion in his 

life. His wife died of consumption, soon after their two children, a boy and a girl, died of small 

pox. This left Clark caring for his wife’s daughter from a previous relationship and both his own 

mother and his wife’s mother.41

On the insistence of his mother Clark heard John Wesley preach. He slowly warmed up to 

the Methodist community, joining the Methodist society in November 1746. He notes at this time 
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 35  Clark, “Thoughts on the Work of Sanctification.” in AM (London, 1790), 13:42-45. The treatise reflects 
theologically on occurrences in London in the 1760s, events which are also mentioned in the later journal excerpts.

 36  A folder of manuscript letters at the University of Manchester from George Clark to Mary Fletcher is an 
untapped resource for more information. The folder of letters is part of the Fletcher-Tooth collection at the John 
Rylands Univsersity Library. MAM/FL/2.4. I have accessed this folder of manuscript letters have only through the 
online archival notes where the presence of spiritual reflection is noted but not the content of the conversation is not 
reported. Accessed at http://archives.li.man.ac.uk/ead/html/gb135mam-fl-1-p16.shtml

 37  George John Stevenson, City Chapel Road, London, and its Associations, Historical, Biographical, and 
Memorial (George J. Stevenson, 1872), 506-507. Stevenson writes a short biography of George Clark as he 
examines the gravestone at City Road Chapel in London. Stevenson connect the George Clark of the gravestone 
with the M. G. Clark of the 1787 Arminian Magazine letter.

 38  Clark, AM, 5:298.

 39  Ibid., 5: 298, 6:73.

 40  Ibid., 5:300.

 41  Ibid.



that his commitment was to the rules of the society. He was inspired by them, and attempted to 

keep the rules by his own resolve.42 His attendance at meetings of the society caused increasing 

conviction over the next months until February 15, 1747 when something new happened: 

that morning I found a strange alteration. I felt no more condemnation. I had 
liberty to pray, and a full assurance, that my prayer was heard. Yet this was but as 
a drop before a shower. For at the Chapel the love of God so over-powered me, 
that I could not bear up under the weight of it, but was obliged to sit or kneel [a] 
great part of the service. … My soul had now a clear sense of its union with 
Jesus.43 

This account of his conversion sets the stage for Clark’s life long journey toward holiness.

Clark notes that after his conversion he expected to be free from sin, particularly anger. 

When anger appeared in his heart it undermined the peace and communion with Christ, as well 

as sending him into a state of confusion and discouragement as he began to sense how he was 

deeply sinful. The persistent doubt and fear that surfaced after his initial conversion experience 

were lifted after about two years of struggle, and he felt a new freedom to live day by day. The 

result of this freedom was to begin recording God’s dealing with his soul in his journal.44 The 

struggle with sin was now balanced by days of feeling overwhelmed by the love of God.45 The 

journal shows how Clark saw himself in a middle state between conversion (or justification) and 

holiness (or sanctification). The release from guilt was not enough to give him the ability to 
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 42  Ibid., 5:301.

 43  Ibid.

 44  The journal records striving for faithful living, experiences of peace and joy in the presence of God, and 
increasing awareness of the depth of sin as he struggles with pride, anger, self-will and unbelief See Ibid., 5:405, 467 
for examples of his awareness of these inward sins.

 45  For example: “Sunday, Sept 10 [1756]. Inexpressible has ben the painful emptiness I have found for 
several days past. I try my heart and my ways by the word of God, with fervent prayer, and find nothing of actual 
sin. But it is pride that tears me. When I have much love, I am lifted up above what I ought to be. And when I am 
made to possess my own iniquity, my spirit frets against God. Yet this day has been a sabbath of rest, in which I have 
enjoyed much love: but I know not how to keep it.” Ibid., 5:579-580. 



resist temptation and or remove inbred sin. He sought after -- and expected to achieve -- a life 

where sin held less power.

But where did this expectation arise from in Clark’s life? One can imagine there would 

have been a multiplicity of sources, but the evidence in the journal points to a few in particular. 

For example, he sat under teaching that inspired him to seek perfection in this life. And he 

remarks on his rejection of contrasting teaching that perfection could not be reached until 

death.46

He also heard testimony about Christian perfection in the life of others. On May 12, 1757 

he notes his in journal:

I was in company with some who feel nothing contrary to love, and who have 
constant communion with God. Hereby my hope was much strengthened of an 
entire deliverance from sin, that I might be truly holy, totally renewed in the 
image of my mind, by the powerful working of the Spirit of Jesus.47 

Although he had already been seeking deliverance from sin this encounter with people who had 

been transformed reinforced the hope of freedom from his struggle with pride and anger. This 

hope was for the filling with love to replace the sin. And his hope for transformation rests on 

God’s power, not on his own ability to resist temptation. It is a gift from God, not attained by 

human effort.48

After fifteen years of struggle Clark had a transforming encounter with God on Pentecost 

Sunday, May 30, 1762. In the midst of public worship after reflecting on the Holy Spirit’s 
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 46  Ibid., 6:186-187, 6:301, 6:353, 6:466.

 47  Ibid., 5:640.

 48  Another encounter with one who had experienced Christian perfection was also encouraging: “Thursday 
[June] 17 [1762]. I had much comfort and instruction from one that has long enjoyed the great Salvation.” Ibid., 
6:246.



descent on the disciples on Pentecost he describes that the “Spirit made me deeply sensible of his 

presence.”49 Here I will pick up the narrative in Clark’s own words from his journal: 

I then pleaded with him, and that with many tears, to make me a partaker of his 
sanctifying love, by removing for ever the bitter root of pride, self-will and 
unbelief. All this time my heart was broken before the Lord, and my face covered 
with tears: and I found nothing left but a fear lest the Spirit should depart, before 
he had purified me from inbred sin. While I was thus agonizing with God in 
prayer, the power of the Lord came upon me, so that my whole body trembled 
under it. But I kept my spirit still, and continually cried, ‘My heart, Lord! work 
within! work within!’ In that instant I felt the Spirit of God enter into my heart 
with mighty power, and as it were literally accomplish that promise, I will take 
away the heart of stone, and give you a heart of flesh: the old heart seeming to be 
taken away, and God himself taking possession of my soul in the fulness of love: 
and all the time of the service, I enjoyed such a heaven of love as I never before 
experienced. All the day I watched every motion of my heart, to see if the evils I 
before felt were there or not: but I found none: I could find nothing there, but 
solid joy and heart-felt peace.50 

Clark had finally found the freedom from sin he had been seeking.

As the testimonies to an experience of perfection increased in the Methodist communities 

in the 1750s and 1760s, John Wesley articulated in letters of advice to the Methodist preachers 

that the test for authenticity of these experiences was in the life of the believer. For example 

Wesley affirms one group of professors of the experience by saying “they always love, pray, 

rejoice, and give thanks.”51 The journal of George Clark offers a window into his life after his 

experience that is indeed increasingly marked by peace, love and rejoicing. As many claimed 

perfection in London during this same time, George Clark has the experience of perfection, and 
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 49  Ibid., 6:245.

 50  Ibid., 6:245. Reference is to Ezekiel 11:19, or 36:26, but this reference is not word for word.

 51  John Wesley to Miss March, Bristol, Oct 13, 1765, in Letters, 4:313. These characteristics, from 1 
Thessalonians 5:16-18 are an often repeated description of the saint of the Methodist communities.



his journal also testifies to the changed in his life. And in contrast, Clark is witness to those who 

claim the experience of Christian perfection, but their lives are not marked by transformation.

Clark’s journal oscillates between joy and doubt before his Pentecost experience. But 

after that experience while there are still struggles Clark’s reflections in the journal are marked 

with peace and thankfulness. 

For example, On May 30, 1763, the anniversary of the experience, he notes in his journal 

the lasting effect of that encounter.52 And the experience continues to deepen. On December 11, 

1763 and January 1, 1764 Clark articulates an even deeper sense of God’s presence and a sense 

of freedom. The transformation in his life is starkly seen in the entry for June 3, 1764: 

I find much peace, power, and love. As to inward conflicts, I feel them not. Yet do 
I never forget, that I am in the body, and continually subject to temptations, from 
my own ignorance and weakness. From the world and the devil, as also from 
weak brethren. But I find constant communion with God, and am not afraid of 
being overcome of evil.53 

The peace of this description of life is so unlike the angst of entries from only a few years 

previous. In light of the anniversary notes that reflect back, giving interpretation to his 

experience, the encounter with God on May 30, 1762, seems to be a life changing event.54

Clark’s experience in London in 1762 places him in the midst of what historians have 

come to call the perfectionist controversy.55 In London in the late 1750s and early 1760s the 
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 52  Clark, AM, 6:301. And about a month later he writes: “By the mercy of God, the peace and love I have 
enjoyed for many months does not diminish, but rather increase; though I have never had the rapturous Joy, which 
many have. If I had, I probably been carried away with the same Enthusiasm. But this day my soul had a lively sense 
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 53  Ibid., 6:353-354.

 54  Ibid., 6:301 - marks the 1 year anniversary, 6:354 marks the 2 year + 1 month anniversary

 55  For more on the perfectionism controversy see W. Stephen Gunter, “The Danger of Perfectionism”, in 
The Limits of ‘Love Divine’ (Nashville: Kingswood Books, 1989), 202-226. Henry D. Rack, “Methodism and 
Perfectionism in the 1760s.” In Reasonable Enthusiast, 334 -342.



number of people claiming a perfection experience increased, as did the exaggerated claims.56 

The main controversy revolved around two Methodist preachers, Maxfield and Bell, and their 

separation from the Methodist fellowship. Clark documents in his journal rising concerns and 

eventually the separation of nearly two hundred from the Methodist communities in London.57

Clark’s theological reflections in “Thoughts on the Work of Sanctification” also sheds 

light on the break in Methodist communities in London. Clark takes issue with those who broke 

fellowship because of their pride. Particularly, because they claimed perfection as a cleansing 

from sin, but also a certainty of no future sin.58 Interestingly, pride was one of the key sins that 

Clark struggled with after justification but before perfection.59 Instead, Clark suggests the work 

of sanctification and an authentic encounter with God is not a simple task, he writes: “It is not a 

little thing to give up the heart to the Lord, so as to let him cleanse it and make it a presence-

chamber for himself.”60 Clark’s experiences in London shaped his theology to expect real change 

of character as a result of an experience of perfecting love.

The journal excerpts published in the Arminian Magazine, in 1782 and 1783 are a 

window into the spirituality of one Methodist man, not the most famous, or even the most pious. 

His struggles and successes, joys and sorrows are marked by the everyday-ness of living life with 

Christ. Clark’s narrative contains evidence that the narratives around him influenced him toward 
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 56  Gunter, ‘Love Divine’, 204.

 57  Entries are found on December 9, 1762, Clark, AM, 6:299; January 14, 1763, Ibid., 6:300; June 7, 1763, 
Ibid., 6:301; September 14, 1763, Ibid., 6:302.

 58  Clark, “Thoughts on Sanctification”, 13:42.

 59  Clark, AM, 5:352, 405, 467, 579. Compare Sarah Crosby’s identification of pride, anger and self-will as 
her inbred sins. Taft, Holy Women, 31. Compare also John Wesley’s list of inbred sin in his sermon “The Repentance 
of Believers” I.3-4 - pride and self-will top the list.

 60  Ibid., 13:45.



perfecting love. He responded likewise by sharing his narrative personally and his story was 

made available to the wider community through the printed magazine and has potential to inspire 

because it is both so ordinary and yet he encountered God in extraordinary ways. The 

transformation of his life by his perfecting love experience provides an appeal for the benefit of 

seeking God in this way, and it is an illustration of the impact of perfecting love on the life of the 

individual. 

As we have seen, the spread of the doctrine of Christian perfection through the Wesleyan 

Methodist communities was due, at least in part, to the sharing of the perfection narrative. These 

narratives have a beginning that discovers sin, a middle that grows in grace until a faith-filled, 

charismatic encounter, and an end that results in a transformed life still seeking to grow in grace. 

In addition, we have seen how George Clark, and other friends of John Wesley, offer their stories 

as examples of the narrative of perfection.

From these narratives we see a few things about the doctrine of perfection, and the 

perfection narratives of the early Methodists. First, the ability to recall and narrate the experience 

of being cleansed or set free from sin gave these early Methodists a story to communicate to 

others as they explained the workings of God in their life.61 Without the story of the 

instantaneous event, the theological rhetoric of sanctification would not be nearly as memorable 

or personal.

In addition, the narratives each have unique elements, yet they are strikingly similar. This 

could be from a mimetic effect where after hearing a story life imitates the narrative. Or because 
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 61  For example, George Clark shares his story at the Love-feast a week after the experience. Clark, AM, 
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the experiences were narrated with a similar frame of events in mind. Or possibly because the 

experiences were indeed quite similar. 

Finally, the historical evidence that points to so many perfection narratives circulating in 

the Methodists circles points to the prominence of narrative in Methodist communities. They told 

their stories of conversion, of perfection, of longing and struggle, of joy and success. And they 

told their stories in person, in their journals, in letters to friends, and in publication. The telling of 

our spiritual stories can go a long way, particularly in the midst of theological controversy. John 

Wesley suggested to those who claimed perfection that they humbly tell about their experience. I 

will end with his advice: “You need give it no general name, neither ‘perfection,’ ‘sanctification,’ 

‘the second blessings,’ nor ‘the having attained.’ Rather speak of the particulars which God has 

wrought. You may say, ‘I then felt an unspeakable change. And since that time, I have not felt 

pride or anger or unbelief, nor any thing but a fulness of love to God and to all mankind.’”62
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